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Since I shared my own depression story in the first unit of Goodbye Chaos, Hello Peace 
and on my website, a number of ladies have responded by telling me that they, too, 
suffer from depression, and asking if I have any tips for coping with it. Here are my 5 
Top Tips For Coping With Depression - these work well for burn-out or those who are 
just plain stressed-out too! 
 
1. Talk about it! Bottling up your feelings leads to internalizing the stress, and can 
cause a worsening of your emotions, as well as the occurrence of a variety of physical 
symptoms as your body reacts to the effects of stress. On the other hand, talking about 
it helps you to feel better, feel less confused, less alone and gives you back a sense of 
perspective and some control. Talk to someone you trust who you know will listen to 
you. Be honest about how you feel and what is weighing you down. Don’t expect this 
person to have all the answers to your problems - what you need is to talk it over, which 
will help you begin to see for yourself how to sort out what to do. You could talk to family 
or friends, a councilor, trusted medical professional or an internet friend. For myself, 
both times I suffered depression, it was when I talked about it openly, pouring out my 
heart to someone I trusted that the turning point came. 
 
2. Press in to God! God loves you deeply, completely. He can help you find your way 
out of the pit of depression. However, Christian research has shown that it is very 
common for someone who is depressed to feel as though God is far away and they 
cannot reach him. A depressed person may find it hard to pray or read the Bible. I tell 
you this to point out that these feelings and reactions are NORMAL - it is not a spiritual 
fault in you, but the depression causing your mind and emotions to send you misleading 
signals. I urge you not to give up, but to do what you can to reach out to God anyway, 
no matter how you FEEL. Feelings are valid, but they do not change the TRUTH, which 
is that God loves you and will never leave or forsake you. Just because you cannot feel 
his presence at any given moment, does not mean he is not there. Read the Psalms - 
how often did David cry out to God asking why he was so far away? God wasn’t far 
away - it was David’s own emotional state that made it seem so. But in crying out to 
God with honesty, David helped himself to get back some perspective - he moves in his 
Psalms from crying out in despair to praising God for his faithfulness. 
 
3. Let go of your Perfectionism! One dictionary definition of perfectionism is “A 
propensity for being displeased with anything that is not perfect or does not meet 
extremely high standards.” The Webster’s 1828 dictionary defined a perfectionist as 
“one pretending to perfection.” A perfectionist demands unattainably high standards of 
themselves and everyone around them. They believe that these standards CAN be met, 
and are constantly frustrated because they are not. Often they expect excellence in too 
many things at once. They expect themselves to be the proverbial Superwoman, and 
beat themselves up when they fail to obtain this. A perfectionist keeps a mask firmly in 
place, shifting heaven and earth to always maintain an outward appearance of 
excellence in everything, even when they are falling apart on the inside. A perfectionist 



 

 

will never let anyone see their home less than spotless, though the truth may be that it 
usually is a mess. Dear one, stop pretending!! It’s killing you! And let go of those 
impossible standards - they’re killing you AND your family! As a perfectionist myself, I 
used to believe that if I did not always appear to be in control and on top of all areas of 
my life, then I would be a bad witness and no-one would be attracted to Christianity or 
homeschooling or having a large family. In fact, the opposite is true! If I appear perfect 
in everything, “mere mortals” say to themselves - “it’s alright for HER, but I could never 
do that!” When I show myself honestly and as less than perfect, it takes a lot of pressure 
off me. And, others are encouraged by the fact that I am not perfect, but can be a 
Christian or a homeschooler or a mother of many anyway! 
 
4. Use someone else’s plan! In the midst of depression, one thing that discourages 
many women more than anything else is the fact that their home is in chaos, and they 
are so overwhelmed they don’t know where to begin. When you are stressed-out or 
depressed, making decisions or figuring out a plan is often simply beyond your present 
capabilities. But knowing that there IS a plan in place, and all you have to do is take this 
or that one small step at a time, and the rest WILL be taken care of further down the 
track relieves a lot of pressure, and gives your mind a break! So, if you cannot formulate 
your own plan, use someone else’s! There are several good organizing systems freely 
available to you via the internet - Flylady is one, the Organizer Lady is another, and of 
course my own Goodbye Chaos, Hello Peace is designed to lead you step by step as 
well. The point is to give yourself a break from trying to figure it all out, and just let 
someone else lead you along for a while. It will be such a relief to your over-burdened 
heart and mind! 
 
5. Rest! What most depressed people need more than any other thing is more sleep! 
Sleep deprivation can lead to depression in the first place, but even if that is not how 
you got into the pit, LOTS of sleep is a vital part of the healing process. You need to rest 
MORE than a person who is in a normal, healthy state does. During sleep, the mind is 
able to heal itself and restore balance. Unfortunately, the feeling of being stressed out 
can lead to insomnia, and become part of a vicious cycle. That is why I’ve listed this 
last, not first, even though it is the thing most needed. You see, if you follow the four tips 
above - talk about your feelings, reach out to God, let go of your perfectionism and grab 
hold of a plan, you will find much relief from the racing thoughts and sense of rising 
panic that comes with stress and stops you from relaxing and sleeping. You will be 
more able to let go at night, able to tell yourself that it’s ok - you aren’t there yet, but 
you’re on the right track and you WILL get there! If you find yourself still unable to sleep, 
then I urge you to seek medical help to break the cycle. Sleep is VITAL to coping with 
stress and recovering from depression. (For some people, the opposite is true, and they 
do nothing BUT sleep when depressed – for them balance is needed too). 
 
My friend, you are not alone! Many women struggle just like you. I pray the ideas above 
will help and encourage you, and that you will set out on the road to recovery. 
 
Love 
Cynthia 


